
Waterline Fine Art: Curating Original Post-War
Art for Modern Collectors

Installation view of Roger Mühl's Terres Rouges

(1986), oil on canvas, 60.75 x 64.5 inches.

Michael Goldberg, untitled (1987), oil, pastel, and

paper collage on canvas, 54 x 49 inches.

Austin-Based Art Gallery Offers a Fresh

Perspective on Art Collecting with a Focus

on Post-War Masterpieces

AUSTIN, TX, USA, May 20, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Waterline Fine

Art, an innovative gallery based in

Austin, Texas, offers a modern

approach to collecting original post-

war art. Operating exclusively online,

Waterline provides flexibility and

accessibility, making it easier than ever

for experienced collectors and

newcomers to explore and acquire

exceptional artworks from this

influential period. 

Waterline’s philosophy centers on

transparency and client education,

diverging from the often opaque and

intimidating nature of traditional art

galleries. By creating an environment

of openness and learning, Waterline

invites collectors to engage deeply with

art, understanding more than just its

aesthetic appeal but its historical

context and significance.

Waterline strives to remove the

barriers that often deter people from

collecting art,  encouraging prospective

clients to learn about the history and significance of the pieces in which they're interested,

without the usual pressures associated with the decision to buy fine art.     

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.waterlineart.com/
https://www.waterlineart.com/
https://www.waterlineart.com/inventory


What truly distinguishes Waterline is authenticity and exclusive selection. Each piece is selected

for its ability to embody the dynamic creativity of the post-war period—a time characterized by

bold experimentation and diverse artistic expressions. This careful selection ensures that every

artwork enhances a collection and holds its significance and value over time.

Waterline also simplifies the art acquisition by managing all logistics, from professional custom

framing to secure, insured shipping. This full-service approach ensures that clients can enjoy

their art with ease from the moment of purchase.

For collectors who value their artworks' aesthetic and historical importance, Waterline Fine Art

offers a refreshing and enriching alternative to traditional galleries. To learn more about

Waterline’s unique offerings or to schedule a private appointment, please use the contact details

below.
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